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Standardized test-
taking skills for
reading, math
and language of
grade 3.
Everyday
Mathematics 4:
Grade 3 Skills Link
Student Booklet
McGraw-Hill
Education
Supports daily
classroom
instruction and
gives students a
long-term record
of their
mathematical
progress and
development. Two
volumes; Grade
1-6; consumable
Everyday Math
Assessment
Handbook Grade4
Heinemann
Educational Books
The Teacher's
Lesson Guide

provides easy-to-follow
lessons organized by
instructional unit, as
well as built-in
mathematical content
support. Lessons
include planning and
assessment tips and
multilevel
differentiation
strategies for all
learners. This
English/Spanish
Edition provides dual
language support.
McGraw-Hill
Education
Everyday
Mathematics
McGraw-Hill
Education
THE
DEFINITIVE
EDITION •
Discovered in
the attic in
which she
spent the
last years of
her life,
Anne Frank’s

remarkable
diary has
since become
a world
classic—a
powerful
reminder of
the horrors
of war and an
eloquent
testament to
the human
spirit. “The
single most
compelling
personal
account of
the Holocaust
... remains
astonishing
and excruciat
ing.”—The New
York Times
Book Review
In 1942, with
Nazis
occupying
Holland, a th
irteen-year-
old Jewish
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girl and her
family fled
their home in
Amsterdam and
went into
hiding. For
the next two
years, until
their
whereabouts
were betrayed
to the
Gestapo, they
and another
family lived
cloistered in
the “Secret
Annex” of an
old office
building. Cut
off from the
outside
world, they
faced hunger,
boredom, the
constant
cruelties of
living in
confined
quarters, and

the ever-
present
threat of
discovery and
death. In her
diary Anne
Frank
recorded
vivid
impressions
of her
experiences
during this
period. By
turns
thoughtful,
moving, and
amusing, her
account
offers a
fascinating
commentary on
human courage
and frailty
and a
compelling
self-portrait
of a
sensitive and
spirited

young woman
whose promise
was
tragically
cut short.
A Month-to-month
Guide McGraw-Hill
Education
Grade-specific
handbook provides
explanations of key
features of
assessment in the
Everyday
Mathematics
program. Includes
assessment masters.
Everyday
Mathematics: Student
math journal v. 1, v.
2 McGraw-Hill
Education
This grade level
specific handbook
provides classroom-
tested techniques and
ideas to make
assessment and
instruction more
manageable,
productive, and
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exciting, as well as
offering a more
complete picture of
each student's
progress and
instructional needs
through techniques
and tools from the
four assessment areas:
ongoing, product,
periodic and outside
tests. The Assessment
Handbook includes
suggestions for
observing students,
keeping anecdotal
records, following
student progress, and
encouraging students
to reflect on and
communicate both
what they have
learned and how they
feel about
mathematics.
Everyday
Mathematics Math
Journal, Grade 2
Spark Publishing
Group
The Teacher's
Lesson Guide

provides easy-to-
follow lessons
organized by
instructional unit, as
well as built-in
mathematical
content support.
Lessons include
planning and
assessment tips and
multilevel
differentiation
strategies for all
learners. This
English/Spanish
Edition provides
dual language
support.
Spectrum Math
Workbook, Grade 4
McGraw-Hill
Education
Using standardized
testing formats, math
skills are kept sharp
with focused practice
in computation, word
problems, graphing,
measurement and
numbers. Includes
scope and sequence

charts and answer
keys.
Everyday
Mathematics for
Parents McGraw-Hill
Education
Supports daily
classroom instruction
and gives students a
long-term record of
their mathematical
progress and
development. Two
volumes; Grade 1-6;
consumable
New Systems and
Structures for
Classrooms that
Read, Write, and
Think Math Solutions
Quick, focused 5-day
units with ongoing
assessment help
reteach essential
Math skills.
Mathematics
Intervention
Activities Grade 4
University of
Chicago Press
Shows a new
generation of
teachers how the
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systems, structures,
routines, and rituals
that support
successful workshops
combine with
thinking, planning,
and conferring to
drive students'
growth, inform
assessment and
instruction, and
increase teachers'
professional
satisfaction. And it
shows those already
using the workshop
how to increase its
instructional power by
seeing its big ideas
and its component
parts in fresh,
dynamic ways.

Fourth-grade
Math Everyday
Mathematics for
ParentsWhat You
Need to Know to
Help Your Child
Succeed
The core of the
Everyday

Mathematics
program, for
Grades 1-6, the
Teacher's Lesson
Guide provides
teachers with easy-
to-follow lessons
organized by
instructional unit,
as well as built-in
mathematical
content support.
Lessons include
planning and
assessment tips as
well as multilevel
differentiation
strategies to
support all
learners.
McGraw-Hill
Education
The Everyday
Mathematics (EM)
program was
developed by the
University of
Chicago School
Mathematics Project

(UCSMP) and is now
used in more than
185,000 classrooms
by almost three
million students. Its
research-based
learning delivers the
kinds of results that
all school districts
aspire to. Yet despite
that tremendous
success, EMoften
leaves parents
perplexed. Learning is
accomplished not
through rote
memorization, but by
actually engaging in
real-life math tasks.
The curriculum isn’t
linear, but rather
spirals back and forth,
weaving concepts in
and out of lessons that
build overall
understanding and
long-term retention.
It’s no wonder that
many parents have
difficulty navigating
this innovative
mathematical and
pedagogic terrain.
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Now help is here.
Inspired by UCSMP’s
firsthand experiences
with parents and
teachers, Everyday
Mathematics for
Parents will equip
parents with an
understanding of EM
and enable them to
help their children
with homework—the
heart of the great
parental adventure of
ensuring that children
become
mathematically
proficient. Featuring
accessible
explanations of the
research-based
philosophy and design
of the program, and
insights into the
strengths of EM, this
little book provides
the big-picture
information that
parents need. Clear
descriptions of how
and why this approach
is different are paired
with illustrative tables

that underscore the
unique attributes of
EM. Detailed
guidance for assisting
students with
homework includes
explanations of the
key EM concepts that
underlie each
assignment.
Resources for helping
students practice math
more at home also
provide an
understanding of the
long-term utility of
EM. Easy to use, yet
jam-packed with
knowledge and
helpful tips, Everyday
Mathematics for
Parents will become a
pocket mentor to
parents and teachers
new to EM who are
ready to step up and
help children succeed.
With this book in
hand, you’ll finally
understand that while
this may not be the
way that you learned
math, it’s actually

much better.
Biology 2e Spark
Publishing Group
Print consumable
for hands-on
mathematical
practice.
Everyday
Mathematics 4,
Grade 2, Student
Math Journal 1
Everyday Learning
Corporation
Concise and focused,
the Wonders
Reading/Writing
Workshop is a
powerful
instructional tool that
provides students
with systematic
support for the close
reading of complex
text. Introduce the
week’s concept with
video, photograph,
interactive graphic
organizers, and more
Teach through mini
lessons that reinforce
comprehension
strategies and skills,
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genre, and vocabulary
Model elements of
close reading with
shared, short-text
reads of high interest
and grade-level rigor
Everyday
Mathematics
Houghton Mifflin
School
The popular Flash
Kids Workbooks now
features STEM
enrichment sections
and easy-to-tackle
projects for wherever
learning takes place!
This comprehensive
line of workbooks
was developed
through a partnership
with Harcourt Family
Learning, a leading
educational
publisher. Based on
national teaching
standards for Grade
4, this workbook
provides complete
practice in math,
reading, and other
key subject areas.
New content includes

an introduction to
STEM concepts and
terms, how STEM
impacts everyday life,
concept review quiz,
and fun, engaging
projects that reinforce
the subjects. Flash
Kids Complete
Curriculum Grade 4
also includes a new
introduction providing
recommendations for
educators on how to
use this volume to
differentiate lessons in
the classroom and
instructions to
integrate the content
into hybrid and
remote learning.

Helping Children
Build Mental
Math and
Computation
Strategies, Grades
K-5 Evan Moor
Educational
Publishers
Print consumable
for hands-on

mathematical
practice.
Everyday
Mathematics
McGraw-Hill
These books provide
extra cumulative
practice on basic
facts, computation,
word problems,
mental math, and
estimation skills.
Reinforce your daily
lessons with
additional review,
practice, and test
practice sheets all
tied to individual
Everyday
Mathematics lessons.
Everyday
Mathematics:
Teacher's reference
manual (Gr. 1-3)
Anchor
A complete, grade-
level teacher tool to
help ensure that
students are making
adequate progress
toward mastery
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with instruction on
assessing by day,
unit, or interim.
Includes specific,
actionable
recommendations
for teachers to make
instructional
decisions and
differentiate as
appropriate.
What You Need
to Know to Help
Your Child
Succeed Everyday
Learning
Corporation
These books
provide extra
cumulative
practice on basic
facts,
computation, word
problems, mental
math, and
estimation skills.
Reinforce your
daily lessons with
additional review,

practice, and test
practice sheets all
tied to individual
Everyday
Mathematics
lessons.
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